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Abstract
Testing and rejecting the null hypothesis is a routine part of 
quantitative research, but relatively few organizational researchers 
prepare for confirming the null or, similarly, testing a hypothesis of 
equivalence (e.g., that two group means are practically identical). 
Both theory and practice could benefit from greater attention to 
this capability. Planning for equivalence testing also provides 
helpful input on assuring sufficient statistical power in a study. This 
CARMA webcast provides a brief tutorial on the use of two 
frequentist and two Bayesian techniques for testing a hypothesis of 
no non-trivial effect. This webcast is based on a 2020 article in 
Organizational Research Methods entitled, "Evaluating Equivalence 
and Confirming the Null in the Organizational Sciences."
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Quick Intro - Assessing Practical Equivalence
• A range of outcomes that we would consider as 

evidence for “no non-trivial effect”
• Assessing a range emphasizes that we consider 

a spectrum of possible outcomes, rather than a 
point value such as zero

• Justification:
• Theory development: Theories may become more 

valuable when they also predict conditions under 
which an effect should be absent

• Practice: When two interventions can be shown to 
be practically equivalent in benefits, we can choose 
the more efficient and/or less expensive option 

In workplaces with low interpersonal 
conflict, workers with high and low 
trait anger may have similar outcomes 
on burnout. (Sliter et al. 2011) 



Frequentist Methods: Inference by Intervals

• Originally conceived as way to 
examine bioequivalence in clinical 
and pharma research

• Step 1: Establish an “equivalency 
band” representing the boundaries 
of a trivial effect

• Step 2: Examine the data and 
formulate a CI around the statistic of 
interest

• Step 3: Evaluate whether the CI falls 
completely inside equivalence bound

The classic: Fully 
inside equivalence 
bounds and N.S.



Frequentist Methods: TOST

• Step 1: Same as before; let’s use 
Cohen’s d = +/- 0.30

• Step 2: conduct one-tailed NHST 
(TOST upper) on the alt. hypo. 
that the mean difference in the 
population is lower than +0.30

• Step 3: conduct one-tailed NHST 
(TOST lower) on the alt. hypo. 
that the mean difference in the 
population is higher than -0.30

• Or use the TOSTER package!

Observed t Degrees of Freedom p-value

Standard t-test 0.497 531 0.619

TOST Upper -2.99 531 0.001

TOST Lower 3.98 531 <.001

TOST 
Upper

TOST 
Lower
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Bayesian Methods: Bayes’ Factor
• Bayes Factor: An odds-ratio usually configured to compare an alternative 

hypothesis to a null hypothesis
• Instead: Create two interval hypotheses and compare them

Bayes factor analysis
--------------
[1] Alt., r=0.707 -0.3<d<0.3   :0.4234774    ±0%
[2] Alt., r=0.707 !(-0.3<d<0.3):0.0001845197 ±0.62%

Against denominator:
Null, mu1-mu2 = 0 

---
Bayes factor type: BFindepSample, JZS

[1] "Ratio of two Bayes factors:"
[1] 2295.026

• Use an equivalence 
interval to represent 
the null

• Simulation results 
showed that odds-
ratios of 50:1 or 
higher in favor of the 
null are needed

Common denominator drops out



Bayesian Methods: Bayesian Estimation

• Bayesian estimation uses Markov Chain, Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods 
to create a distribution of posterior estimates of parameters of interest

• Draw inferences from the position, shape, extent of distribution
• Ascertain whether Highest Density Interval (HDI) fits within region of 

practical equivalence: In this test 99.85% of the distribution fits ROPE



Demo with R Code: TOST

library(carData)

boxplot(neuroticism ~ volunteer, data=Cowles)

TOSTER::dataTOSTtwo(Cowles,deps="neuroticism",group="volunteer")

TOST INDEPENDENT SAMPLES T-TEST

TOST Results                                                          
───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

t             df          p            
───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

neuroticism    t-test        -0.4727180    1256.241     0.6364965   
TOST Upper     -9.748555    1256.241    < .0000001   
TOST Lower      8.803119    1256.241    < .0000001   

───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

Equivalence Bounds                                                                 
────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

Low           High         Lower         Upper       
────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

neuroticism    Cohen's d    -0.5000000    0.5000000                              
Raw           -2.457460     2.457460    -0.5613328    0.3108571   

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
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Demo with R Code: Bayesian Estimation

x <- Cowles$neuroticism[Cowles$volunteer == "no"]

y <- Cowles$neuroticism[Cowles$volunteer == "yes"]

bfOut <- BayesFactor::ttestBF(x, y, paired = FALSE, 
posterior = TRUE, iterations = 10000)

> lowCt <- length(which(bfOut[, "beta (x - y)"] < (-2.46)))
> highCt <- length(which(bfOut[, "beta (x - y)"] > (2.46)))
> plot(bfOut[, "beta (x - y)"], ask = FALSE)
> print("Lower and upper limits of 90% HDI are:")
[1] "Lower and upper limits of 90% HDI are:"
> print(quantile(bfOut[, "beta (x - y)"], probs = c(0.05, 0.95)))

5%        95% 
-0.5567776  0.3056120 
> print("Proportion of posterior estimates within the ROPE:")
[1] "Proportion of posterior estimates within the ROPE:"
> print(1 - (lowCt + highCt)/length(bfOut[, "beta (x - y)"]))
[1] 1
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Statistical Power

• Confirming the NULL requires 
statistical POWER

• Think about it in terms of the 
width of CIs: all else equal, larger 
sample means narrower CI

• The TOSTER package provides a 
power calculation for various 
tests

• Simulation results produced 
sample size requirements for 
Bayes’ Factor

Equivalence Boundaries: 

Cohen’s d

TOST 

Group Size

Bayes Factor 

Group Size 

d = +/- 0.1 1710 995

d = +/- 0.2 430 360

d = +/- 0.3 190 175

d = +/- 0.4 110 105

d = +/- 0.5 70 70

d = +/- 0.6 50 50

d = +/- 0.7 35 35

d = +/- 0.8 30 30

d = +/- 0.9 20 20

d = +/- 1.0 20 20



The Github Package – jmstanto/eqvtesting



Installing “Unofficial” Package from Github

install.packages("devtools")
devtools::install_github("jmstanto/eqvtesting")
library(eqvtesting)
eqvtesting::demonstrateTests(sigDF) # Sequence of tests from article



Conclusions

• Simulation results showed that 
Bayesian methods very slightly 
outperformed frequentist

• Use the technique that will be 
best understood by audience

• Plan ahead for higher statistical 
power needs of equivalence tests

• Use the eqvtesting GitHub
package to get code examples 
and helpful functions

Sample Size per Group (overall df shown in parentheses)

Simulation Results
n=50 
(df=98)

n=100 
(df=198)

n=200 
(df=298)

n=400 
(df=798)

n=800 
(df=1598)

t Power, d=0.3 0.32 0.56 0.85 0.99 0.99
Null Power, d=0.3 0.00 0.37 0.82 0.99 0.99
TOST Correct % 
(true effect d=0)

0% 36.9% 81.6% 99.2% 100%

Inf. Int. Correct % 
(true effect d=0)

0% 36.9% 81.6% 99.2% 100%

Bayes Factor 50
(true effect d=0)

0% 43.9% 84.7% 99.2% 100%

Bayes 90% HDI
(true effect d=0)

0% 44.2% 84.1% 99.2% 100%

TOST Correct % 
(true effect d=0.3)

100% 94.9% 95.2% 94.4% 95.5%

Inf. Int. Correct % 
(true effect d=0.3)

100% 94.9% 95.2% 94.4% 95.5%

Bayes Factor 50
(true effect d=0.3)

100% 93.2% 93.1% 93.1% 94.1%

Bayes 90% HDI
(true effect d=0.3)

100% 93.8% 94.1% 93.7% 95.1%
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